CHICAGO STYLE: BIBLIOGRAPHY
This style has been created to complement College of the Rockies Library’s Information Literacy Skills Development *Chicago Manual of Style* handout. It has been developed to meet the express needs of students in the History Department who often include unusual or discipline-specific information sources in their bibliographies.

The numbers in square brackets [14.245] refer to those sections of *The Chicago Manual of Style*, 16th edition upon which the example is based. If there is no section number given, then the example has been constructed in the best spirit of the style.

**BIOGRAPHY.com [14.245]**


**BLOG [14.246]**


**BLOG ENTRY [14.246]**


**BLOG ENTRY: COMMENT [14.246]**


**CORRESPONDENCE (ONLINE)**

Riel, Louis to Eustache Prudhomme, 14 December 1869, Peel’s Prairie Provinces, Peel 7436. [http://peel.library.ualberta.ca/bibliography/7436.html](http://peel.library.ualberta.ca/bibliography/7436.html).

**CORRESPONDENCE (PRINT) [14.117]**

Dissertation [14.224]


Document Collection (Jackdaw)


Document Collection (Jackdaw): Single Item


Early Canadiana Online


E-book [14.167]


Encyclopedia Article: Electronic with Author [14.248]


Encyclopedia Article: Electronic without Author [14.248]


Encyclopedia Article: Print with Author [14.247]

ENCYCLOPEDIA ARTICLE: PRINT WITHOUT AUTHOR [14.247]

Encyclopædia Britannica, 14th ed., s.v. “Huron.”

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS [14.305]


ILLUSTRATION: ARTWORK (ONLINE)


ILLUSTRATION: MAP (ONLINE)


ILLUSTRATION: MAP (PRINT)


ILLUSTRATION: PHOTOGRAPH (ONLINE)


ILLUSTRATION: PHOTOGRAPH (PRINT)


ILLUSTRATION: ADVERTISEMENT (PRINT)

INTERVIEW [14.219]


Note: The parenthetical information included in the above citation is optional.

JOURNAL ARTICLE: ONLINE DATABASE


JOURNAL ARTICLE: PRINT

Monod, David. “’He is a Cripple an’ Needs My Love’: Porgy and Bess as Cold War Propaganda.” Intelligence & National Security 18, no. 2 (2003): 300-312.

LECTURE: LIVE [14.226]


LECTURE: POWERPOINT [14.277]


MONOGRAPH


NEWSPAPER ARTICLE: SIGNED [14.203]


NEWSPAPER ARTICLE: UNSIGNED [14.207]

PODCAST [14.221]


POETRY: COLLECTION


POETRY: SINGLE POEM FROM A COLLECTION


RECORDING: ALBUM [14.276]


RECORDING: SONG [15.53]


TELEVISION CLIP: HERITAGE MINUTE [14.280]

“Emily Carr.” Historica Dominion Institute video, 1:00. http://www.historica-dominion.ca/content/heritage-minutes/emily-carr?media_type=41&.

TELEVISION CLIP: INTERVIEW [14.280]


WIKI ENTRY

WIKIPEDIA.ORG [14.248]


YEARBOOK [14.75]


YOUTUBE [14.280]